MR Imaging of the Large Bowel
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Conventional colonoscopy has a high accuracy for the detection of colorectal masses or inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). Poor patient acceptance, which reflects considerable procedural pain, has limited the use of colonoscopy as a screening method for colorectal cancer [1,2]. In addition, anticipation of an endoscopic study of the colon frequently is associated with unpleasant expectations that focus on discomfort and the risk of complications, such as perforations [3]. This generally leads to poor patient participation [4].

The presence of stenoses or elongated bowel segments may result in an inability to visualize the entire colon and the ileocecal valve in a considerable number of patients [5]. This has motivated investigators to develop alternative concepts to assess the colon. Main efforts have focused on virtual endoscopy that is based on the acquisition of cross-sectional images; this can be accomplished by using CT or MR imaging. Recent studies have shown that CT and MR colonography (MRC) are effective in the detection of clinically relevant diseases [6–9]. In a study that included more than 100 patients who underwent virtual and conventional endoscopy, virtual endoscopy was favored by 82% of the patients [10]. Similar results were obtained by Angtuaco et al [11]; 77% of 400 potential screening patients preferred virtual endoscopy over conventional colonoscopy. Virtual colonoscopy that is based on the acquisition of CT data sets is associated with considerable doses of ionizing radiation, however [12,13]. This issue plays a mayor role because patients who have IBD often are young. Also, screening examinations for colorectal cancer should be repeated every 3 to 5 years. Therefore, it seems preferable to use MR imaging for virtual colonography.

Technique

Three main requirements need to be fulfilled for MRC:

1. The use of an appropriate hardware system: because data acquisition must be performed under breath-hold conditions, the use of new 1.0 or 1.5 tesla scanners that are equipped with strong gradient systems is mandatory. Whether MRC is possible is determined largely by the minimum repetition time. If it exceeds 5 milliseconds, collection of a three-dimensional (3D) data set that contains the entire colon will take more than 30 seconds—too long for a comfortable breathhold.

2. Distension of the colonic bowel loops: in their physiologic state, parts of the large bowel are collapsed and cannot be assessed properly. Thus, the colon needs to be distended by administering liquid or gasiform-distending media rectally.

3. A high contrast between the bowel wall and the bowel lumen: this feature, which allows the accurate display of the colonic wall, strongly depends on the MR sequences that are applied and the use of intravenous (IV) and rectal contrast agents.

Before the MR examination, patients need to undergo bowel cleansing in a manner which is similar to that required for conventional
colonoscopy. To avoid unnecessary patient discomfort, MRC should be performed in the morning. Administration of sedative or analgesics is not required. Before the examination, patients have to be screened for possible contraindications to MR imaging, such as metallic implants or severe claustrophobia. The presence of hip prosthesis, which generally is not regarded as a contraindication to MR imaging, may lead to avid artifacts in the region of the rectum and sigmoid colon. Hence, these patients should not be examined.

For data acquisition, a combination of two large “flex surface coils” should be used for signal reception to assure the coverage of the entire colon (Fig. 1). To obviate bowel spasms and minimize artifacts that are due to bowel motion, a spasmolytic agent (eg, scopolamine, 20 mg, IV; glucagon, 1 mg, IV) has to be administered. Following the placement of a rectal tube (Fig. 2), the colon is filled, while the patient is in the prone position, with approximately 2000 mL to 2500 mL of tap water using hydrostatic pressure. The filling procedure should be stopped after the application of the entire amount of water or whenever the patient complains about discomfort. Other investigators propose the acquisition of monitoring sequences during the filling process (eg, nonslice select sequences that provide an update image every 1–2 seconds).

Different 3D sequence types can be acquired. For T1-weighted MR imaging (dark-lumen MRC), the IV administration of gadolinium is mandatory. After a first “precontrast” T1-weighted 3D gradient echo data set, paramagnetic contrast should be administered IV at a dosage of 0.2 mmol/kg using an automatic injector. The paramagnetic contrast application should be followed by rapid injection of normal saline. After a delay of 75 seconds, the “precontrast” 3D acquisition has to be repeated (Fig. 3). Imaging parameters are listed in Table 1. In case of insufficient image quality (eg, due to patient’s movement or technical problems), the postcontrast scan can be repeated over a long time period after contrast injection because of a stable contrast enhancement of the colonic wall. Furthermore, T1-weighted data should be amplified by 3D fast imaging with steady-state precession sequences. Different vendor-specific names for these sequences have been introduced: FIESTA (General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin), TrueFISP (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany), and Balanced Fast Field Echo (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands). Image features are characterized by a mixture of T1- and T2-contrast which leads to a homogenous bright signal of the colonic lumen filled with water (bright-lumen MRC). The colonic wall and masses that arise from are seen as dark filling defects (Fig. 4). After data acquisition, the enema bag is placed on the floor for draining the water and the patient is removed from the scanner.

Data interpretation

All 3D data sets should be transferred to a postprocessing workstation. A special software
tool should be used to enable the perception of the MR source data as well as virtual endoscopic views of the colon (Fig. 5). Initially, however, MRC should be interpreted in the multiplanar reformation mode by scrolling through the T1-weighted contrast-enhanced 3D data set in all three orthogonal planes. Whenever a mass that arises from the colonic wall is detected, the identical part of the colon should be analyzed on the precontrast scan. Thus, a contrast enhancement value can be determined by measuring signal intensities of the mass in native and postcontrast scans. This method assures a reliable discrimination between residual stool particles and real colorectal masses. Although residual stool does not show any contrast enhancement (Fig. 6), colorectal lesions always do (Fig. 7). Scar tissue (eg, after appendectomy) may mimic polypoid lesions (Fig. 8).

In addition, MR data should be evaluated based on virtual endoscopic renderings. A virtual endoscopic fly-through facilitates the depiction of small lesions. In addition, the 3D depth perception allows the evaluation of haustral fold morphology, which enhances the observer’s ability to distinguish polyps from haustra. To visualize both sides of haustral folds and to minimize the risk of missing relevant lesions, the virtual fly-through should be performed in an antegrade and a retrograde direction.

Because the quality of fast imaging with steady-state precession data is superior as a result of the high contrast and relative motion
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Fig. 3. Pre- (A) and postcontrast (B) T1-weighted sequence. The colonic lumen is rendered dark because of the water enema. An avid contrast enhancement leads to a high signal of the colonic wall on the postcontrast scan.

Fig. 4. Fast imaging with steady-state precession sequence of the colon. The contrast mechanism is different compared with the T1-weighted images; the colonic lumen is rendered bright, whereas the colonic wall is seen as a dark filling defect.
insensitivity, the analysis should be repeated with these data sets as well (Fig. 9). No information about perfusion of the bowel wall is available, however, which may complicate the differentiation between polyps and residual fecal material in these sequences.

**Indications of MR colonography**

**Detection of colorectal masses**

Most colorectal cancers develop over a period of several years from adenomatous polyps [14]. This pathogenesis makes colorectal cancer preventable to a large extent. Detection and removal of polyps eliminates the risk of subsequent malignant degeneration. Thus, implementation of screening programs can reduce the incidence of colorectal cancer by more than 80% [15,16].

Ajaj et al [17] evaluated the impact of MRC for the detection of colorectal polyps in a high-risk population. One hundred and twenty-two subjects who had suspected colorectal diseases were studied. A contrast-enhanced T1-weighted 3D volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination...
Fig. 7. Colorectal lesions (arrow) always show a contrast enhancement when comparing the native (A) and postcontrast scan (B). Furthermore, pathologies (arrow) can be displayed in an axial (C) or sagittal (D) reformation or as a virtual endoscopic view (E).
(VIBE) sequence was collected after the rectal administration of water. The presence of colorectal masses was documented. Results were compared with those of a subsequently performed colonoscopy. None of the polyps that measured less than 5 mm that were detected by colonoscopy was identified based on MRC images. In the size group that ranged between 5 mm and 10 mm, MRC correctly detected 16 of 18 lesions and two polyps that were larger than 10 mm also were seen correctly on MRC images. Two of three patients who had documented polyposis coli were diagnosed correctly on MRC (Fig. 10). Furthermore, all nine colorectal carcinomas were seen correctly on MRC images.

Thus, one major concern relates to the inability of the MR technique to identify colorectal lesions that are smaller than 5 mm. The significance of this limitation is equivocal because of the direct observational data on growth rates which indicate that small polyps (<10 mm) tend to remain stable over a time range of 36 to 48 months. Furthermore, these small lesions are not prone to malignant degeneration [18]. Nevertheless, small colorectal lesions probably will become detectable by MRC as technical refinements, including

Fig. 8. (A, B) Scar tissue after appendectomy may mimic a colorectal mass (arrow) by showing a contrast enhancement.

Fig. 9. Fast imaging with steady-state precession sequences may provide useful information. (A) On the T1-weighted image, a thickened haustral fold is shown (arrow). (B) This turns out to be a motion artifact (arrow), because the TrueFISP scan shows no abnormality.
parallel acquisition techniques, are implemented [19]. Flat adenomas, however, are likely to remain elusive.

In another trial, the diagnostic accuracy of contrast-enhanced T1-weighted data was compared with 3D fast imaging with steady-state precession sequences [20]. Thirty-seven patients who had suspected colorectal lesions were included. MRC was performed as described earlier. The detection rate of colorectal masses and inflammatory lesions was determined for T1-weighted data and TrueFISP sequences separately. Image quality also was assessed. All patients underwent conventional colonoscopy as the standard of reference. Sensitivity of dark lumen T1-weighted MRC was 78.9%. There were no false positive results; residual stool could be differentiated from colorectal masses. The TrueFISP-based MRC, however, failed to detect two polyps which resulted in a sensitivity of 68.4%. Furthermore, false positive results were seen in five patients; however, image quality of TrueFISP was rated superior to that of dark lumen MRC because of less motion artifacts.

Detection of bowel inflammation

Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis are the most frequent specific IBDs, with a prevalence of approximately 1 in 500 [21–23]. Diagnostic procedures in IBD serve to validate the diagnosis and to optimize treatment. Endoscopic biopsy is considered the gold standard for the detection and quantification of IBDs [24,25]. Several studies reported on the ability of MR imaging to detect IBD [26,27]. Ajaj et al [28] examined 15 normal subjects and 23 patients who had suspected IBD of the large bowel by means of MR imaging. The presence of inflammatory changes was documented based on four criteria: bowel wall thickness, bowel wall contrast enhancement, loss of haustral folds, and presence of perifocal lymph nodes. All results were quantified relative to data that were obtained from normal subjects and summarized in a single score. This MRC-based score was compared with endoscopic and histopathologic data. MRC correctly identified 93% of the segments that were found to reveal IBD changes by histopathology. All severely inflamed segments were identified correctly and there were no false positive findings. Thus, MRC may be used for monitoring IBD activity or assessing therapeutic effectiveness.

Patients who have incomplete colonoscopy

The diagnostic impact of conventional colonoscopy is linked with the ability to reach the ileocecal valve; however, incomplete conventional colonoscopy can be observed in 5% to 26% of colonoscopic examinations that are performed, even by experienced endoscopists [29,30]. There are several reasons for incomplete colonoscopy, including severe procedure-related abdominal discomfort and technical challenges that are due to elongated bowel segments or the presence of intraluminal stenosis. In patients who have known IBD or colorectal carcinoma, the failure rate of conventional colonoscopy may reach 50% [31]. Virtual colonography is associated with significantly

Fig. 10. (A, B) Patient who has polyposis coli. Multiple colorectal polyps (arrows) are shown on the contrast-enhanced T1-weighted data sets.
higher completion rates; considerably less abdominal pain enhances patient compliance and only a high-grade stenosis prohibits the passage of water that is required for distending prestenotic segments. Furthermore, bowel elongation does not harm the visualization of colonic segments.

In a recent study, 37 subjects who had an incomplete endoscopy underwent MRC [32]. Contrast-enhanced T1-weighted 3D VIBE images were acquired, and the presence of colorectal pathologies was assessed on a segmental basis. Conventional colonoscopy failed to evaluate almost 50% of the potentially visible colonic segments, whereas 96% of the bowel segments were assessable by means of MR imaging. Beyond stenoses and poststenotic lesions, MR-based assessment of prestenotic segments revealed two carcinoma-suspected lesions, five polyps, and four colitis-affected segments.

**Extraintestinal findings**

In contrast to a conventional colonoscopic analysis, virtual colonoscopy is not limited to endoscopic viewing. Analysis of the acquired source data allows the simultaneous depiction of the colon and all surrounding abdominal structures. Especially in the case of patients who have a suspected colorectal tumor, imaging of the liver is a benefit. Because of the acquisition of pre- and postcontrast T1-weighted data and TrueFISP sequences, MRC is reliable for the identification and characterization of hepatic lesions, including metastases, hepatocellular carcinoma, and hemangiomas. Other relevant pathologies also can be detected, such as bone metastases, renal cell cancer, or aortic aneurysms. Similarly, MR imaging may provide useful additional information in patients who have IBD. Beyond the depiction of inflammatory processes in the bowel wall, extramural abscesses can be seen. Furthermore, pathologies, such as interintestinal fistulae or conglomerate tumor formations, can be detected easily by means of MR imaging, whereas most of these extraintestinal findings often are not suspected by endoscopy.

**Further developments**

*Fecal tagging*

MRC still requires bowel purgation, which negatively impacts patient acceptance. One can overcome bowel cleansing by modulating the signal characteristics of fecal material (fecal tagging). By adding contrast agents to regular meals, the signal intensity of stool can be adapted to the signal properties of the rectal enema.

For dark lumen MRC without bowel cleansing, a highly concentrated, barium sulfate-containing contrast agent has been proposed for fecal tagging [33,34]. Barium sulfate is administered in a volume of 200 mL with each of four principle meals beginning 36 hours before MRC. Barium sulfate has an excellent safety profile; it is not absorbed, it mixes well with stool, and allergic reactions after the ingestion are not known. The barium-based approach of fecal tagging was applied successfully in a volunteer study [33]. Ingestion of barium sulfate before the MR examination leads to a decreasing signal of stool on heavily T1-weighted 3D gradient echo images; this renders fecal material virtually indistinguishable from the administered water enema. Although the concept of fecal tagging with barium sulfate resulted in diagnostic image quality for dark lumen MRC, a recent study revealed that patient acceptance was not increased [35]; ingestion of the barium sulfate compound was considered almost as unpleasant as the bowel-cleansing protocols. A new approach is based on the administration of oral or rectal stool softener; their effect on the signal intensity of fecal material was assessed in another volunteer study [36]. Oral administration of lactulose before the MRC, in combination with a rectal enema that contained ducosate sodium, resulted in low signal intensity values of feces and high image quality (Fig. 11A). In addition, the ingestion of lactulose or the rectal enema that contained ducosate sodium did not impact patients’ acceptance negatively. This combination of oral and rectal stool softener may evolve as a promising technique for dark lumen MRC without bowel cleansing; however, data analysis of simultaneous bright lumen MRC is limited (Fig. 11B).

*Combined small and large bowel MR imaging*

MRC is a reliable method for the assessment of inflammatory diseases of the large bowel; however, IBD often affects the small and large bowel at the same time. Therefore, new approaches have focused on displaying the small bowel and colon simultaneously. An initial study included 18 patients who had IBD [37]. In addition to the rectal administration of water, patients ingested 1.5 L of a hydro solution that contained mannitol before the MR examination. The latter resulted in
a good distension of small bowel loops, whereas the rectal administration of water allowed the visualization of the colon at the same time. Thus, inflammatory lesions in the colon and terminal ileum and affected bowel segments in the upper small bowel could be detected.
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